Nights of Incredible returns to FOX Movies:
61 nights of blockbuster films and first-in-Asia premieres
Movie buffs in Asia are gearing up for Nights of Incredible on FOX Movies, bringing charttopping blockbusters and Hollywood debuts straight to TV screens this winter

HONG KONG, October 30, 2018 – Expect incredible as FOX Movies – Asia’s hottest destination
for first-run films, epic franchises and the biggest Hollywood blockbusters – brings back its
notorious Nights of Incredible this winter. A treat for movie lovers that will keep fans glued to TV
screen, Nights of Incredible on FOX Movies kicks off on 1 November to 31 December with an
incredible lineup of chart-topping premieres and must-see films every night for 61 nights.
Nights of Incredible presents a packed schedule of more than 25 Hollywood premieres debuting
for Asia’s TV viewers for the very first time. Hit first-run films premiering on FOX Movies during
Nights of Incredible include Marvel’s mega-colossal superhero showdown Avengers: Infinity War
as well as the brand new Black Panther; heartwarming family film Wonder; and surprise box-office
smash-hit musical The Greatest Showman.
With a hit movie every single night for 61 nights, Nights of Incredible has something for everyone.
Don’t miss rip-roaring action flicks like Red Sparrow (Asia premiere), Kingsman: The Golden Circle
and The Hitman’s Bodyguard; laugh-out-loud comedies like A Bad Mom’s Christmas (Asia
premiere) and Pitch Perfect 2; and the latest from must-see Hollywood franchises like Star Wars:
The Last Jedi, Mission: Impossible – Rogue Nation, Terminator: Genisys, Fast And Furious,
Jurassic World and Transformers: Age of Extinction.
For its big finale, Nights of Incredible ends with an action-packed Marvel Marathon starting from
midnight on 1 January 2019. Tune in to see Marvel Universe movies back-to-back, featuring the
world’s most famous superheroes battling it out – there’s Avengers: Infinity War, Thor Ragnarok,
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2, The Amazing Spiderman 2, Captain America and more.

Andy Baek, Vice President & Head of Channel, FOX Movies, said, “The countdown is on to Nights
of Incredible, the biggest TV event of the year for movie buffs in Asia! This is a fantastic opportunity
for us to live up to our promise to bring viewers an unmatched experience of first-run and exclusive
content on FOX Movies – Asia’s unrivalled destination for mega-hit Hollywood films, award-winning
cinema and the region’s biggest blockbuster premieres.”
Other films coming to FOX Movies for Nights of Incredible include:
 Stirring based-on-a-true-story biopic premieres like Battle of the Sexes starring Oscarwinner Emma Stone and Breathe about the life of polio survivor Robin Cavendish
 New animated classics for the whole family like Ferdinand and Sherlock Gnomes, both
premiering in Asia for the first time during Nights of Incredible
 Epic franchise films like War for the Planet of the Apes, 2 Fast 2 Furious, Kingsman: The
Golden Circle and Pirates of the Caribbean: Salazar's Revenge
Tune in to Nights of Incredible starting on 1 November on FOX Movies Asia.
Subscribers of Asia’s premiere video-streaming service, FOX+, can also enjoy access to the Nights
of Incredible catalogue (available in select territories).
###
Note to Editors: For the full list of movie titles premiering on FOX Movies Nights of Incredible,
please refer to the accompanying Appendix.
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About FOX Networks Group Asia
FOX Networks Group Asia (FNG Asia) is 21st Century Fox’s multi-media business in Asia Pacific
and the Middle East. FNG Asia develops, produces and distributes entertainment, sports, factual
and movie channels in 14 languages. The FNG Asia portfolio includes over 30 channel brands, on
both linear and non-linear platforms, including FOX Sports, FOX Life, FOX Movies, National
Geographic, Nat Geo Wild, Nat Geo People, SCM (formerly STAR Chinese Movies) and SCC
(formerly STAR Chinese Channel) and its on-demand video-streaming service FOX+. As the
region’s leading broadcaster, FNG Asia reaches more than 580 million cumulative homes with
offices in Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, India, Australia and the UAE. FNG Asia is a fully owned subsidiary of 21st
Century Fox.
About FOX Movies
FOX Movies is dedicated to providing first-run and exclusive content through an unmatched
entertainment experience. From Hollywood blockbusters, award winners, epic franchise to
Hollywood biggest hits. FOX Movies brings you everything you want and more!

https://www.facebook.com/foxmovies.asia/
About FOX+
FOX+ is the only video-streaming service in Asia that combines TV series, movies and live sports,
in one place, accessible from any device, at any time and in HD. With a combination of first-run
Hollywood blockbusters and hit Chinese series and movies, FOX+ is the ultimate destination for
entertainment. More than 11,000 hours of programming across multiple genres are available,
comprising of the most popular content from global movie studios and television channels, as well
as original FOX programming and FOX+ exclusive content.
https://www.foxplus.com/

https://www.facebook.com/FOXPlusAsia/

